## GENERAL NOTES

1. All electrical work shall comply with the current approved edition of the National Electric Code as amended by local authorities.
2. All equipment and materials furnished by the contractor shall be new, of good quality, and free from defects.
3. Conduit shall be installed in accordance with the National Electric Code and shall be of the type specified by the engineer.
4. All conduit shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.
5. All electrical equipment shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.
6. All electrical equipment shall be installed in accordance with the National Electric Code.

## ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS

### LIGHTING & CONTROLS
- F contains Filled Warning
- F contains Filled Warning
- F contains Filled Warning
- F contains Filled Warning

### EQUIPMENT/DEVICE IDENTIFICATION
- F contains Filled Warning

### GENERAL ELECTRICAL
- F contains Filled Warning
- F contains Filled Warning

### POWER
- F contains Filled Warning

### RACEWAY & WIRING
- F contains Filled Warning

## ABBREVIATIONS

###電L
- F contains Filled Warning

## EQUIPMENT ANCHORAGE

- All equipment shall be anchored and braced in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.
- All equipment shall be anchored and braced in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.
- All equipment shall be anchored and braced in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.
- All equipment shall be anchored and braced in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.
- All equipment shall be anchored and braced in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.

## DIABLO VALLEY COLLEGE

### LIBRARY BUILDING – P609 SERVER ROOM BACK UP POWER PROJECT

321 GOLF CLUB ROAD
PLEASANT HILL, CALIFORNIA